ID TECHNOLOGY
MODEL 252CTL
CASE TAPER LABELER

“LABELING, CODING AND MARKING SPECIALISTS.”

- Easy Adjustment for Various Box Sizes
- Small Footprint
- Reliable Hugger Belt Drive
- Model 252 Printer Applicator
- Side or Corner Wrap Label

ID Technology has designed an Integrated System featuring a Model 252 Label Printer Applicator and a Bel 150 Case Taper. This system accomplishes taping and labeling of a case in only 7 feet. The system easily accommodates a wide range of box widths as the taper and labeler move simultaneously from one adjustment point. An additional adjustment allows for various height boxes. There is no need for an additional conveyor section to transfer the box from the taper to the labeler. The result is a case taper labeler with an extremely small footprint.

The Label Printer Applicator is a standard Model 252 Corner Wrap unit, built on the Centerline-Modularity™ Concept. This is a process of eliminating as many adjustment points as possible to increase uptime and lower operating costs.

The Model 252 also features a touch screen User Interface for easy programming and a revolutionary plasma coated air assist tube that eliminates label sticking.
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